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Red Horse Center for Collaborative Leadership  
is dedicated to strengthening collaborations for the  

greater good. We work with humans and horses, through 
mindful experiential learning and considerate leadership 

models to discover and empower positive change  
in the world.



   “Tireless” is hypothetical.
The value of community work is anything but.

If you know a tireless hero or an organization 
made up of a whole bunch of them; people working for 
positive societal change and for essential community 
causes, they need us to realize something important:

Social Change Organizations

The work these selfless, generous people 
do to make our world better is exhausting 
and stressful, and includes exposure to 

trauma and conflict. This reality is hard on 
teams & relationships, often limiting their 

effectiveness at accomplishing their  
mission and inhibiting their ability  

to release and recover.

Red Horse Center for Collaborative  
Leadership tailors equine-assisted  

workshops to social change organizations 
to help them refresh, recover and retool  
in order to continue their essential work 

with renewed perspective and a  
healthier team.



Serving your community
                IS HARDER THAN IT LOOKS. (AND IT LOOKS HARD.)

Community based teams like municipalities, 
Chamber of Commerce, Governmental departments 
and other groups made up of people who shoulder 
the responsibility of delivering support, connections 
and services to their communities.

Balancing the needs and support of our
communities is delicate, never-ending  

work. It is a place where collaboration - 
working for the greater good - is in the 
highest demand, and too often in the  

shortest supply.

Red Horse Center for Collaborative  
Leadership tailors equine-assisted  

workshops to community based teams  
to foster discussion and consideration of 
multiple points of view, allowing groups  

to discover important insights and  
develop creative and productive  

paths forward, that best serve their  
communities and teams.

Community Based Teams



Is how you work together,
      getting in the way of why you work together?

Businesses are groups of people with 
diverse skills and backgrounds, brought together to 
work as a team, bringing the organizations mission 
and vision to life.

All teams, large and small, face challenges, 
disruptions, and distractions from their best 
work towards a shared purpose. This may 

bring frustration and tension, further  
distancing them from productive solutions,  

a harmonious company culture and the  
satisfaction of working well together. 

The herd at Red Horse helps teams feel and 
see where they are strong, and where there 
are disconnects. The experiential workshops 
reveal patterns within the team dynamics, 

clarity of what’s getting in the way of  
productive collaborations, and powerful  

insights about moving forward with  
effective actions towards positive change.  

Businesses seeking change



Strengthen your role in the herd.   
     DISCOVER YOUR PATH.

Are you interested in developing yourself  
as a team member, a collaborator, and a leader in your 
industry? Do you wish you had time, space and resources 
to not only do your work, but work on yourself?

We learn to do our work and perform  
our jobs, but when do we work on how 
we work with others, how to prepare  

and ourselves for next steps or to  
figure out our career path?

 

Red Horse Center for Collaborative  
Leadership offers one on one mentoring, 
as well equine assisted workshops for  
individuals or groups looking to hone 

their professional skills and shape  
their career.

Developing Professionals



Artists and groups looking for peaceful 
retreat to focus on their art or a project. Educators and 
facilitators who have a program and an audience, but 
lack tranquil space. Friends and family looking for a  
private, secluded setting for gatherings and celebrations.

Peaceful space for powerful work.

Many groups, educators and connectors in 
the creative and healing arts have a lot to  
offer, but need a tranquil space, free of the

distractions from today’s rapid lifestyle.

Red Horse offers private rentals, especially
suited for artists, musicians, educators and
facilitators focused on the arts, health and

wellness, & sustainable agriculture.

Artists & organizations / Events



Horse and human Collaboration   
is our collection of Principles, Guidelines and Methods,  
that serve as an invitation to horses to work with us as  
willing partners, and a path for us to earn their respect as 
herd leader, developing a shared language to request cued 
behaviors such as leading, sending, riding and driving.

Horse & Human Collaboration

Lead softly and get rid of the stick. 

We believe in training and working with 
horses in a collaborative, non-violent  

paradigm that moves forward from some 
of the old-school techniques that included 

dominance, punishment and pain as  
incentive to work for humans.

These methods contribute to a willing  
collaboration built on a foundation of 

choice, trust, respect, and mutual benefit. 
We share this model with horse people 

from beginner to advanced in any discipline, 
including herd management principles to 
nurture an Eagala Model therapeutic herd. 

It is equally compelling to draw from 
these lessons in language, leadership  
and collaboration and apply them to  
our human relationships and context.  
Fred speaks on the topic, and offers  

opportunities for individuals and  
professional organizations to explore 

leadership skills learned from this powerful 
example of positive reinforcement which 
strengthens teams and leaders, while it 
softens and improves communication  

and morale.



Collaborative Network

RED HORSE RANCH
Our twenty acre horse farm in

Fennville, Michigan, home of Red
Horse Center for Collaborative

Leadership & The Sundance
Center. Red Horse Ranch also

facilitates space rental for groups
looking for a peaceful and

grounded space for people to
come together.

RED HORSE CENTER FOR

COLLABORATIVE LEADERSHIP
is a peaceful space for exploring

self-discovery towards envisioning
an intentional & positive future. We
collaborate with horses, and other
specialists in experiential learning,

including Eagala Model organizational 
development to empower client-in-
formed transformative change. We  

also partner with and host the  
Sundance Center, who provides  

certified and licensed Eagala-model 
equine assisted psychotherapy for

individuals and groups.

THE SUNDANCE CENTER
offers client centered, solution- 

oriented & trauma-informed
Eagala Model therapy for Highly
Sensitive People. It is owned and

operated by Ulla Frederiksen,
who offers individual therapy, as
well as groups and workshops

such as AHA! | Art & Horse
Assisted Healing and  

Empowerment and Eagala  
Model Herd Mediations.

FREDHORSE PRODUCTIONS
produces content and provides

multi-media services such as
writing, music, speaking and

podcasting. It operates from Red
Horse Ranch and is a frequent

collaborator on various education
series and branding and

marketing efforts. Fred Horse
production projects include This
Craft Nation & Michigan’s Great

Beer State Podcast, The Strapping
Owls and Great Lakes Brass.
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Discovering Your Herd – Equine Assisted  
Workshops For Organizations, Teams  
and Businesses
 • Day-long workshops tailored to your objectives, for example:
  • Mission & Vision
  • Improve company culture, morale, quality of collaboration
  • Diversity and Inclusion
  • New projects
  • New team members/leadership
 • Scholarships/co-funding may be available for nonprofit
  organizations and community groups

Professional Mentoring & Advising
 • Fees can be hourly or project-based
 • Discounts for long term continuing commitments
 • On site or on the road
 • Equine-assisted is optional

Horse & Human Collaboration
 • Training for horses or humans on relationship and
  language fundamentals.

 • Individual or group rates available

Equine-assisted Leadership Skills
 • Public workshop or client driven Site Rental
 • Ideal for educational, retreat-based learning & participation
 • Whole or partial site rental available
 • One-off events or event series are possible.

 • Fees are tailored to client needs

Public Speaking/Webinar
 • Available on request

Annual sponsorships
Renewing business sponsorships at designed levels.

Individual memberships
Annually renewing individual memberships to support the effort.

 • Newsletter, merchandise, member events

General Donations
Ongoing opportunity to contribute towards helping our effort.

Co-funding Organizational Campaign
Help specific organizations fund their workshop.

In-kind materials and services
If you have opportunities to donate goods or services, check out

our website for wish lists.

Fund Raising Events
Stay tuned for engaging in-person or virtual fund raising events
throughout the year.

RHCCL is in the application process with the IRS, and does not 
currently hold 501(c)(3) nonprofit status. Memberships and
donations are not currently tax deductible. Unless they are
designated for a specific scholarship, funds received will be 
used to support operational and overhead expenses, as well  
as contributing towards scholarships making our services  
available to nonprofit organizations at reduced cost.

Service Offerings Supporting the work

For information on services and support opportunities
visit www.redhorse.red or email fred@redhorse.red



     Our Team:
Fred Bueltmann: Executive Director & Eagala  
Certified Equine Specialist, with focus on  
Organizational Development and company culture.
 
Ulla Frederiksen MA., LLP: Eagala Advanced  
Certified Mental Health professional with specialty  
in Highly Sensitive People and therapeutic art.
 
Jenny Atlee:
Eagala Certified Equine Specialist with
expertise in International human rights work.

The Eagala Model:
We are certified facilitators of the Eagala Model,  
a distinctive experiential framework designed to  

hold space for clients to discover, learn, and  
grow from a horse and human experience.  

Eagala (Equine Assisted Growth and Learning  
Association) is the leading international  
nonprofit association for professionals  

incorporating horses to address mental health  
and organizational development needs.

Eagala model work is ground-focused and  
solution-oriented, creating a safe environment  
for both horses and clients to be themselves.  

It is an extremely effective form of experiential  
and metaphoric learning. Drawing metaphors  
from interaction with horses, while outdoors  

in nature, empowers teams to explore difficult  
topics with productive distance and emotional  
safety. The powerful insights that result create  
positive, actionable change. www.Eagala.org


